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aPPLICaTION - NOTES

The connector plate with the larger number of holes must be installed onto the end-grain.

It is not admissible to install either of the connector plates flush with either the bottom edge 
of the main beam or the top edge of the secondary beam respectively.

The maximum housing depth for concealed connections must not be deeper than the thick-
ness of the installed connector itself. Tolerances in the housing depth should be adapted to 
the connection situation and geometry/complexity as well as the overall specified tolerances. 

SHERPA-special screws are to be used without exception  
in combination with SHERPA-connectors. The load car-
rying capacities can only be ensured with this system.

The screws are to be tightened in such way, that it doesn‘t lead to any distortion. To ensure 
the proper positioning of the connector plates, the positioning screws in the 90°-holes have 
to be installed first.

The members to be installed should be rigged and lifted as level as possible. Before sliding 
the two connector plates together, the application of a lubricant like a silicon spray is sug-
gested to facilitate the process. Please note that the wood surface may get dirty due to the 
leaking of lubricant residues after installation.

After delivery to the site or immediately before final assembly on site, the connector plates  
should be visually inspected and any debris or dirt should be removed from the sliding  
surfaces prior to installation.

After careful consideration of all the suggestions above, the members can be slowly and 
equally lowered at both supports. A good communication between the skilled workers is  
crucial.

The surfaces, on which the connector plates are mounted, have to be planar. The optimal 
wood material should be free of twisting and cupping and should be protected against cross-
sectional distortions due to swelling and shrinkage after cutting.

Housing the connector into the main beam or the post/
column reduces the capacity of these members. Is the 
connector housed into the secondary beam, the housing 
channel may need to be covered for aesthetic reasons.
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